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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We foresee FOUR major uses of the Intel ® Optane ™ technology for servers, laptops and 
desktops using a Microsoft Windows operating system:

1. A cache drive used by the built-in SuperFetch and ReadyBoost functions. We obtained 
six to eight times faster program load times for Windows itself and for some 
application programs.  It is difficult to control what SuperFetch and ReadyBoost do.

2. A system drive holding Windows itself and select application executables. Similar 
results to #1, although  a user has more control due to being able to select what is on 
the drive. In both cases performance speed-ups are a function of how often various 
programs are loaded, whether the files had previously been on a hard disk or a solid 
state drive, and how much paging is done. 

3. Two drives or one partitioned drive with one acting as a system drive holding 
Windows itself and select application executables AND one drive holding, in our case, 
a large SQL Database. Under intense loads, which included extreme multi-threading,
we obtained results varying from four to almost twenty times faster. We discuss the 
details in depth but this should motivate intense and immediate consideration in 
finance, logistics (air traffic and flight control), medicine and military sectors, to name 
a few.   

4. We imagine hard disk makers will include Optane ™ in hybrid drives 

INTRODUCTION

“When they begin the beguine ... 
It brings back a memory evergreen”

“Begin the Beguine” – Cole Porter 1935 

Written on the RMS Franconia during a voyage from Indonesia to Fiji as part of an around 
the world cruise, the song was performed in a musical titled Jubilee.  It was re-recorded as an
instrumental by Artie Shaw leading his big band in 1938, and soon anyone who was anyone 
musical had done a version of it. Then and now, the song challenges musicians and vocalists 
with its length, lyrics and structure, all quite different from most songs.  



ARCHAEOLOGY

Since the beginning of computing there has been an epic struggle to make programs execute 
faster by speeding up the transfer of data between the processor and secondary memory. In 
1965, to much fanfare, IBM introduced the 2314 hard disk subsystem. 
   

Each of the eight drives, could, with diligence, store 29 million characters. Average access 
time was 60 milliseconds, the transfer rate to main memory was 310 kilobits per second,
the subsystem as shown weighed 2.2 tons, needed 9.1 kilovolt amps, cost about $4000 per 
month to rent ($3 million in 2017 dollars) or $175,000 to buy ($135 million in 2017 dollars).  

COMPARISON

Today, one hard disk drive with 4,000 times the capacity will weigh 14 ounces, move data at 6 
gigabits per second (20,000 times faster), access the data 120 times faster, consume 5 watts, 
and cost $50. For many modern users, that  is still not fast enough, so for another $50 or so 
hybrid drives featuring associated solid state memory are used.  

Back in 1965 the OS/360 operating system itself took about 4 megabytes of storage. Today, 
Windows 10 is about five thousand times larger, so the time needed to load the operating 
system into memory before an application can execute has remained an annoyance for users. 
One modern solution has been to load Windows itself from a solid state drive. This 
functionality has been expanded to include other programs, typically antivirus software and 
applications of the user's choosing. 'Greed for speed' and 'rapacity for capacity' come at a 
price – usually, large solid state drives are limited in size and quite a bit more costly than 
traditional (Winchester) hard disk drives. 

Devices using the new Intel ® Optane ™ technology are going to dramatically change that.



Back in 1965, IBM could say four times the storage at twice the speed and half the price, so a 
nominal improvement of 16 times. Today, things are a bit more complicated. 

WINDOWS SUPERFETCH

One way to significantly improve Windows 10 performance is to use an Optane ™  device as
a resource for the SuperFetch cache management technology.  SuperFetch itself has two goals:
to decrease the time to boot the system and to speed up the loading of commonly used 
applications. In order to do this SuperFetch stores .pf files in the folder 
Windows/Prefetch. The .pf and the directory name are homages to Prefetch, which was 
SuperFetch's Windows XP predecessor. To read the .pf files we recommend WinPrefetchView 
(currently version 1.35) – found at

http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/win_prefetch_view.html

The top panel gives a list of all the files in the Prefetch directory. The Created Time and 
Modified Time columns allow you to confirm a program to be optimized is a reasonably 
current version. Of additional interest is the file size. 

Clicking a filename in the top panel gets the bottom panel filled with the files that need to be 
loaded to start your application. For an external application like Firefox you are unlikely to 
have much choice about the components that are needed. In your own application it is 

http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/win_prefetch_view.html


worthwhile to examine what files are needed. 

Of additional interest is the filename NTOSBOOT-B00DFAAD.pf filename, which can show 
you the list of files that are loaded during Windows boot process. You may wish to turn on or 
off Windows features in order to indirectly manage Windows load time. Our application is 
named SAITO. It is under active development, so there were different versions as can be seen 
here inside the red box. For the most part, in this case the .pf files for the older versions of the 
EXE can be deleted without harm. It would not hurt to use WinPrefetchView to check what 
files were being loaded. For developers: we advise NOT analyzing the VSHOST versions of 
your executable as the contents to be loaded will change when you run using the EXE.  

If you don't see a lot of recent .pf files SuperFetch may have been turned off. Or you may wish
to turn it on or off yourself. To do that

1. Hold the Windows Key, while pressing “R” to bring up the Run dialog box.



2. type “services.msc“, then press “Enter“ or click OK.

3. When the Services window displays find “Superfetch” in the list.
4. Click “Superfetch“, then either click Stop or Restart (to the left when using Extended 
view)
5. OR right click “Superfetch” and select “Properties“ (either standard or extended view).



Select the “Stop” button if you wish to stop the service. Or “Start” if available and you want 
to start the service. Remember to click “OK”.

Another way to start or stop SuperFetch is to use the registry editor, Regedit. Navigate to 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SYSTEM/CurrentControlSet/Control/Session 
Manager/MemoryManagement/PrefetchParameters 





To switch off Superfetch, enter 0 into the Value data text box. Alternatively, you 
could also enter 1 to enable the prefetching when a program launches. Or you 
could enter 2 to activate boot prefetching in Windows. A value of 3 = 1 and 2, so 3 
activates prefetch for program launch and prefetch for Windows boot. Remember 
to click the OK button.

READYBOOST

There's an adjunct to SuperFetch called ReadyBoost. It has been around a long, 
long time. Back in the day with Windows XP one could right click Computer;
click Properties; go to Advanced tab and click the settings for Performance and 
click Change in the Virtual Memory section. One then selected the (mounted) USB 
drive, clicked custom size and set it to the maximum permissible of 4096M 
(assuming the thumb drive had that much free space).  Due to how XP handled 
paging and virtual memory it was not always the case that ReadyBoost back 
then actually sped things up. 

With Windows Vista (!?), 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 a suitable USB port for ReadyBoost 
must support at least USB 2.0 standard, and USB 3 (SuperSpeed, blue port) is 
better. In 32-bit versions of Windows and on FAT32 file system devices the 
maximum is  4 GB of storage. Users steadfastly clinging to older FAT16 file 
systems will have a maximum of 2 gigabytes. For 64-bit Windows up to 32 GB of
storage can be created on a single NTFS-formatted removable drive (even if the 
drive itself is larger). Windows Vista supports only one ReadyBoost drive at a 
time. Windows 7 and later allow combining up to 8 different removable devices,
so 8 x 32 GB = 256 GB in total storage.

IMPORTANT #1:  If Windows is installed on an SSD, ReadyBoost will 
automatically be disabled because no performance gain can be achieved. Users 
will see the "ReadyBoost is not enabled because this computer is fast enough 
that ReadyBoost is unlikely to provide additional benefit" message.

IMPORTANT #2:  We do NOT think most of the older minimum speed limits 
on how fast a ReadyBoost drive had to be apply any more. Verify free space!



IMPORTANT #3:  Users should always take special care of the drive used for 
ReadyBoost because removing or disconnecting it while Windows is running 
can result in numerous errors (files not found, programs and apps crashing etc). 
Always Always use the Safely Remove Hardware option (usually an icon in 
the lower right) to eject ReadyBoost drives properly. 

SETTING UP READYBOOST

When you insert a drive to be used for ReadyBoost you should see 

Or you might elect to use Explorer and select a drive as shown on the next page. 
Then click Properties as shown 



With any reasonably modern drive, especially a USB thumb drive, as long as there 
is enough free space, users should never see this message. It is possible to 
encounter this with older SD cards.





 

Note the recommendation text at the bottom.

We currently do NOT know of a viewer for this file. It is encrypted using Advanced
Encryption Standard 128 (AES-128). It has been claimed that this encryption (which
saves space and masks what might be confidential data) can be turned off by 
manipulating a registry value IF the Ready Boost drive is internal and non-
removable. We did try to read the sfcache file with Notepad++ . We are currently 
not motivated to write a viewer because it is unclear what benefit knowledge of the
contents of the dynamic data in the sfcache file could be to a human user.  

However, it is possible to use PERFMON to track ReadyBoost events.

To launch the free built-in Performance Monitor, click on the Start button, type 
perfmon in the Start Search box, and press [Enter]. Once the tool launches, expand 
the Monitoring Tools branch (if it isn't already expanded), and click on 
Performance Monitor (both at the upper left below). When the graph appears, as 
shown below, a user will likely see the default configuration. PerfMon is 
configured to monitor processor time, but those measures are not needed at this 
time. Click the red X or Delete Key icon (bracketed by orange arrows). 



Click the Green + or Add icon (immediately left of the red X just clicked). When the
user sees the Add Counters dialog box, locate and select the ReadyBoost Cache 
header and click the Add button (bottom center). When the ReadyBoost Cache 
header appears in the Added Counters section, as shown below, click OK (bottom 
right). 



When the ReadyBoost Cache header is added to Performance Monitor, it actually 
adds ten (10) counters to the monitor, as shown on the next page.



The definitions of the various counters are:

1. Bytes Cached: The total amount of uncompressed data currently stored in 
the cache.

2. Cache Space Used: The total amount of space currently being used by the 
cache.

3. Compression Ratio: The actual size of the data in the cache divided by the 
uncompressed size of the data in the cache.

4. Total Cache Size Bytes: The total amount of space reserved on the device for 
the cache.

5. Cache Reads/Sec: The number of times data is read from the cache per 
second.

6. Cache Read Bytes/Sec: The number of bytes read from the cache per second.



7. Skipped Reads/Sec: The number of read operations skipped per second.

8. Skipped Read Bytes/Sec: The number of bytes not read from the cache per 
second.

9. Total Reads/Sec: The number of read operations directed to ReadyBoost. 
(Includes both satisfied and skipped read operations.)

10. Total Read Bytes/Sec: The number of bytes in the read operations directed to
ReadyBoost. (Includes both satisfied and skipped read operations.)

We focused on how much the ReadyBoost cache is being used to deliver data, so 
we chose Cache Reads/Sec and Cache Read Bytes/Sec. These two counters will help
gauge the amount of read activity occurring in the cache and how much data is 
being delivered from the cache. How often ReadyBoost is deferring to the hard 
disk for reading data from the cache can be seen in Skipped Reads/Sec and Skipped
Read Bytes/Sec. 



The amount of data being read from the ReadyBoost cache is mostly equal to the 
amount of data being read from the hard disk cache. 

THIS WAS A SNAPSHOT.  

To see how much and when ReadyBoost is actually benefiting its is useful to 
configure Performance Monitor to create a log file over a period of time. 

Creating a Data Collector Set

1. Expand Data Collector Sets branch in the Performance Monitor navigation pane. 

2. Right-click User Defined

3. Select New

4. click Data Collector Set. 

5. when the Create New Data Collector Set wizard appears, type a name for your 
Data Collector Set 

6. select the Create Manually option button, as shown below. 

7. Click Next



8.  Select the Performance Counter check box.
9. On the next page use the Add button to access the Add Counters dialog box to 
select the four pertinent counters. You may wish to adjust the Sample Interval

10. Click Finish
11. Return to the Performance Monitor window. When ready to begin logging 
ReadyBoost activity, just click the green Play icon, as shown on the next page



12. After the test interval save the logged data to a file



13. Click the Stop icon
14. Select Performance Monitor in the navigation pane. 
15. Click the View Log Data icon 
16. When the Performance Monitor Properties dialog box appears, click the Add 
button. 
17. Locate and select your log file, as shown on the previous page



In our case, for a typical slice of time Ready Boost was largely useless as we 
expected. The configuration was a server that was intended to run SAITO and the 
Ready Boost drive had Windows, our anti-malware software and the SAITO 
executable. We prefer to load Windows are infrequently as possible, which means 
the anti-virus software gets loaded infrequently as well. Similarly, SAITO tends to 
be kept running, so there would be little get use in optimizing program loads.
Our database was on a hard disk. 
That was going to change.



A Typical Class

On an average day three two-hour long classes each with 16 students, most of 
whom have autism spectrum disabilities. That means they often have expressive
language disabilities (cannot speak), behavioral issues and may have medical 
challenges like seizures, tachycardia (heart rate suddenly triples) or overheating.
Before class starts the teacher places a tub file for each student on each table and
checks that necessary clothing and objects are available. Things start when a bus
or van arrives and we get a head count of students and their aides from the 
driver. We use biometrics to check everyone in – we currently use multiple 
fingertip readers to keep the bottleneck to a minimum.

The SAITO software sends emails to designated parents, schools or other third 
parties indicating the student did (or did not) arrive. 

If we are expecting a guest viewer or teacher there will have been a poster of 
him or her in view on the way to the practice area. Students have added the 
habit of touching a portrait of Grandmaster Chen Zhenglei. The significance 
remains elusive.



Four days a week students dress informally – that usually means a school t-shirt
and traditional black pants. Once a week or so students dress in semi-formal 
black cotton uniforms (leftmost of the images below) for film that will be sent to 
outside reviewers. If we have a guest, or there is a dress rehearsal or an 
exhibition, then everyone dresses in full formal silks (center and rightmost of the
images below)

Some students wear wrist-mounted biosensors that report blood pressure, heart 
rate, and temperature (left). In essence, smart watches that do not tell time. We 
currently embed location sensors in an overgarment called a Pi Sha (right). 



Most aides carry devices like an iPad and some students also have smart 
phones. The SAITO software has to sort out what a device does and who it 
belongs to. Class starts with a formal bow and salute, followed by five minutes 
of sitting meditation and then five minutes of standing meditation. Then several
minutes of centuries-old Chen family warm-up exercises, so we had thought we 
had a comfortable amount of time until the first Tai Chi Chuan set to perform 
this process. Until Professor Peter Wayne and others at Harvard Medical School 
pointed out it was useful to measure movements during sitting and standing. 
We'll see what the upcoming Internet of Things Conference and the Sensors 
Expo (both in San Jose California in May and June, respectively) showcase in 
terms of hardware, but we are leaning toward pressure sensors embedded in 
chair seats and personal foot mats. 

The shortest and simplest (and, therefore, the first taught) of the Chen Family 
style sets is known by the precise but not especially imaginative name of 18 
Movements. Once they learn this set, students would perform it twice per class 
forever.  The students can see a canonical video of Grandmaster Chen Zhenglei, 
who choreographed 18 Movements, either projected on large mirrors or on 
smart glasses. 16 students times 20 sensors ties several times per second gets to 
be a lot of measurements to store in a database very quickly.  Well over 100,000 
sustained database inserts per minute. And we have to extract the raw sensor 
data from the Internet of Things hub where
it is stored.



Database Table Row Keys 

SAITO has grown over time – it contains 390 Windows forms, over 150,000 lines 
of code and the executable (EXE) is approaching 15 megabytes in size. There are 
well over 100 tables in its database.  Historically, the key to a row in a table in a 
database has been strongly preferred to be a unique value. That has meant 
database architects have either chosen some natural combination of columns, 
like sensor ID and timestamp in our case, or used a synthetic value such as an 
automatically assigned integer. This latter is usually fast, simple to understand, 
there are plenty of integers, and the contents of the key more or less reflect the 
order that an associated row was inserted into the table.  A second synthetic 
value is nicknamed a UUID, which is an abbreviation for Universally Unique 
Identifier. Microsoft's implementation of these are GUIDs where the G stands 
for 'globally'.  GUID is a 128-bit value consisting of one group of 8 hexadecimal 
digits, followed by three groups of 4 hexadecimal digits each, followed by one 
group of 12 hexadecimal digits. Here's an example: 6B29FC40-CA47-1067-B31D-
00DD010662DA. 

The good thing about GUIDs is that they are easy to generate: one might code 
something like lszMyGUID = GUID.NewGUID.ToString to load a GUID into a 
string variable called lszMyGUID. 

Millions of programming years ago (in the 1990s) disks were getting 
progressively larger and the MBR scheme for partitioning a disk imposed limits 
on disk size and on database size. A planet-wide standard called UEFI = Unified 
Extensible Firmware Interface was agreed to, and Intel developed a new scheme
today known as GPT = GUID Partition Table that removed these limits.   

It turns out that auto-numbering can have all sorts of subtle problems in a 
heavily multi-threaded environment. So we like auto-numbering, but only for 
some tables. Typically, these would be tables where rows are added by humans 
or at least are added at relatively low velocities. 

In our SAITO application tables where we expect intense input-output activity 
either have natural column combinations or (second choice) GUIDs for the 
primary key. Among the challenges with GUIDs are they are bulky, they don't 



(on purpose) have any meaning and they scatter the data all over the disk. The 
hub on which the data wheel of SAITO spins would be the daily sensor 
measurements. These need to be collected quickly and accurately at nearly the 
speed that they are generated and then eventually archived. 

EARLY RESULTS

Running on an inexpensive quad core laptop (1 GHz processing speed) we 
obtained the following results (averages) when loading 231,440 sensor 
measurements

1. 712 seconds – debug mode; database on the C drive
2. 622 seconds – release mode; database on the C drive
3. 682 seconds – debug mode; database on an external drive (USB 

connection)
4. 590 seconds – release mode; database on an external drive

The laptop was largely cleared of any other applications, so the primary 
contenders for CPU and other resources were Windows 10 and the AVG anti-
virus software. Debug is about 15% slower than release, but neither one on 
either disk is fast enough. We need processing to keep pace with the class.

Running on a very expensive desktop (quad core; an Intel core i7 with 3.4 GHz 
processing speed) we obtain

1. 343 seconds - debug mode; database on the C drive
2. 257 seconds – release mode; database on the C drive

Note the increase in velocity and the 25% difference in debug versus release.

For purposes of discussion our SAITO application software in these scenarios 
has two database tables of interest: one, which we will call Table N, has a natural
primary key; the other table, Table G, uses a GUID as the primary key. The 
measures below are seconds of wall-clock time for 320,000 rows. The figures are 
an average of five runs – the individual runs did not vary much as we (by 
intent) “only” had anti-virus and the operating system running.  



We needed to be well under 240 seconds so multi-threading was needed.  

Description 1 thread insert 1 thread select 16 thread insert 16 thread select

Table N disk (*) 514 292 306 213

Table G disk 398 366 212 236

Table N Optane 146 96 81 63

Table G Optane 116 157 55 77

 

* = we measured on a Western Digital Passport Ultra (external), a Maxtor 
Personal Storage 3100 drive (external), a Seagate SRD0NF2 drive (external), two 
internal hard disk drives; and an Intel 520 Solid State Drive. The figures above 
are for a 5400 RPM 500 gigabyte internal drive. Our full statistics have 1,2,4,8, 
and 16 threads for each of the tables and the six drives.



What we generally encounter for database as opposed to purely computational 
work is that without Intel's HyperThreading (blue bars on the chart on the 
previous page) wall clock time for a quad core processor minimizes at about 10 
threads. With HyperThreading (red bars on the chart on the previous page)  the 
minimum is 15% to 20% lower (here about a significant 60 seconds) and there 
are gains to be realized from scheduling 6 to 8 additional threads.



As the number of threads increases it is reasonable to expect a slight linear 
increase in the time needed to process a fixed number of transactions. 

It seemed to us that with a reasonable CPU, a decent hard disk and some 
aggressive thread management, we could sort out the incoming devices and 
capture the sensor measurements. Then Professor Peter Wayne and others at 
Harvard Medical school e-wrote to tell us it was important to measure even 
during sitting and standing. The ideal in the WuJi style of meditation we teach is
to be motionless. What they had found was that sway – how far and how 
quickly one's head moved from an ideal position – was a powerful indicator.  

So now we had much less time to do a great deal more work.   



One time-honored soution is to upgrade the processor. This can get rather 
complicated if motherboards, memory, fans and power supplies are in play. The 
Extreme Core I7 (rightmost) has 10 cores (20 threads with HyperThreading) and
quad channel DDR4 memory with a huge 25 megabytes of cache. And, as 
advertised, the new Intel Turbo Boost Max Technology 3.0 does provide more 
than 10% improvement in single-thread work.

But we really had a input-output problem: the disk was the limiting factor.  

There was strident insistence that the Intel Optane (above right) would only 
work on Windows 10 64-bit systems AND only with with Intel's seventh (7th) 
generation Kaby Lake processors. We were told only the H270, Q270, Z270, B250
and Q250 chipsets would work. So we were forced to use an excellent CPU. 



We give three scenarios: inserts of table rows with natural keys (two integers 
plus a datetime); inserts of table rows with GUIDs as the keys; and archiving 
which can be thought of as a SQL SELECT of many rows, writing the data to a 
text file, deleting the rows, and then inserting corresponding rows in a table 
stored on a disk. We show results using a Microsoft SQL Server 2014 database.
Timings are in seconds (3600 = 1 hour) for approximately 16 million rows.
  
Insert natural keys 1 thread 16 threads 32 threads

HDD 7689 3479 2174

SSD 3632 1543 969

Optane 1316 583 373

Insert GUID keys 1 thread 16 threads 32 threads

HDD 9842 7342 5391

SSD 4744 2501 1496

Optane 2263 1580 1051

Archive 1 thread 16 threads 32 threads

HDD 14117 7397 5015

SSD 6376 4540 3096

Optane 2972 1833 1201

We would summarize as follows: the Optane was roughly FOUR to SIX times 
faster than a very good hard disk and ALMOST THREE times faster than a 
modern solid state drive.  Everyone should obtain an Optane. 

We note that GUIDs should not be a designer's first choice for a key and that 
32 threads are very likely to be an over-subscription for many machines, so 
the  measures using 16 threads are probably going to be more commonly 
encountered in practice.      
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